Vietnam views to be sought, although poll not yet written

(Continued from Page 1)

the previous Insocomm meeting and found it had already completed its assigned duties. Hence, he agreed that Insocomm should not waste time with such a "trivial" matter.

"Beaver Key is stupid!" Herb Finger '68, chairman of Beaver Key (hence, chairman of Field Day), responded that since "Ann Beaver Key is stupid" had "Field Day Chairman is stupid." Field Day would continue to be run the same way year after year, unless some study were made by Insocomm.

In conclusion, he argued that without such a report Beaver Key members would copy the previous Field Day without bothering to study its structure.

Role of coeds debated

The strongest attack on the committee's report was delivered by Karla Hurst '68, McCormick Hall President. She objected to the use of coeds for "comic relief." Mark Mathis, President of the Class of '68, explained that in view of his protest attempts to get coeds for the tug-of-war, this was a touchy situation. Coeds want to participate in Field Day, yet not be laughed at. They do not want to perform in events that might make them appear masculine, "especially the ones you might want" for such an event.

Several members expressed fear that acceptance of this report by Insocomm would constitute a final decision of the structure of next year's Field Day. After the last paragraph of the report was point-out — "the proposals were only of a general nature and that Beaver Key should fill in the details," the report was accepted without objection.

Vietnam poll sought

Also passed at the meeting was a resolution to conduct a poll on the war in Vietnam, subject to approval of the questionnaire when completed. Of course, the resolution was not passed quite easily. Miles Krashinsky '69, Senior House President and chairman of the ad hoc committee established to formulate a questionnaire, explained that the various political groups on-campus were being contacted in order that all viewpoints might be represented. As a result, there was no discussion of the individual questions on the poll.
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Knead it off, Lester. I'm trying to get some sleep.

Why couldn't I have met with a fun person?

Tell me, Lester, what is all this going to get you?

It's already gotten me a good job with Equitable. Challenging work. Good pay. Responsibility. And the chance to move up to an important management position.

Can they use a top-notch dart thrower?